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(See Blue Specification Sheet)
The "CA T"—LATEST PRODUCT OF THE WORLD'S OLDEST FOUR DRIVE TRACTOR BUILDERS
15 Horse Power on Draw-Bar. 30 Horse Power on Belt
NOTE LOCATION OF BELT PULLEY AND POWER TAKE OFF.
ALL TIMKEN BEARINGS.
MOST RIGID CONSTRUCTION AND INSIDE OF FENDER OUT OF THE WAY.
LATEST EQUIPMENT ON FITCH FOUR DRIVE TRACTORS-
NOTE THE ESPECIALLY RIGID WHEELS
SPADE LUGS OF ANY SIZE FROM 3%2x3%2 IN. TO 3'A x5 IN.
SPADE LUGS OPTIONAL, AND VA x3'A IN. SHIPPED AS REGULAR EQUIPMENT
EXCEPT WHEN ANGLE IRON GROUSERS ARE ORDERED
Model D. In the sugar industry in Cuba, Sept. 1916
Showing the improved condition after one day's work using The Fitch Four Drive Tractor with road
packing equipment. Pulling grader to form road and tractor packing it at same time.
FITCH FOUR DRIVE TRACTOR, IN AUGUST 1922, pulling three one-yard "Maney" graders.
Note the double width wheels, necessary because of the unusually sandy condition.
The standard Four Drive Tractor, regulation wheels with extension rims, with patented tamping growsers attached in place
of regulation angle-iron growsers. Weight, as shown, 10,000 lbs. (5 tons)
FOUR DRIVE TRACTOR WITH TAMPING EQUIPMENT (WEIGHT 9000 LBS.)
PULLING 12000 LB. ROLLER BEHIND.
OFTEN A DRAG OR MAINTAINER IS PLACED BETWEEN.
REAR ROLLER STEADIES DRAG OR MAINTAINER AND HOLDS IT IN POSITION.
Ten-foot Grader, Ditching, Drawn by Four Drive Tractor in Missouri.
Note absence of lug or grouser marks of Tractor on road.
Tractor equipped with heavy roller wheels, packing as it grades.
Model E. Equipped with full, all-weather, high-class Cab,
comfortable in any weather.
Six windows, two rear sliding doors, large upholstered seat and
back cushion. Prices on application.
Rubber Tired Wheels for all sorts of hauling on highways. 5 yards-15000 pounds net.
On Fresh Gravel Road. July 20, 1922
Model E. Equipped with Sunshade, for work in hot Climates
or hot weather
The extra cost for the Sunshade and appliance is small
TRACTOR-ROLLER and double planer-surfacer making cut sixteen feet wide
after long continued rains on very wet fresh clay cut and fill
at Atlanta, Georgia, January 26, 1928
Four-Drive Tractor with General Pershing, U. S. Army, Mexico, in 1915
